Sustainable Concept for LINDENAU Shipyard

Traditional shipyard offers its infrastructure for repair and maintenance
services for commercial shipping
(Kiel-Friedrichsort, 03.06.2019) Course set for the future: LINDENAU Werft GmbH
offers its infrastructure for the commercial shipping since 1st June 2019. At the
same time LINDENAU coordinates necessary services. For this purpose the 480 m
long outfitting pier will be operating. Also further halls, office areas and outer areas
will be on lease beneath the already existent contracts to maritime companies.
The aim is to create synergies offering passenger-, government and commercial
vessels a comprehensive and quick service.
“The direct location of the necessary trades or services is saving the customer
expensive inquiries and prevents long and expensive berthing times”, Frank
Hildebrandt, Manager Operations at LINDENAU Yard summarizes the advantages
of the new site direction. He himself was involved in the development of the
concept; being the Manager Operations for years he knows the needs and
customer requirements. Furthermore he is well networked. “Even after we had
already shut down works at LINDENAU we still received inquiries. This convinced
us during the conception phase that there is a high demand for a functioning
outfitting pier in direct location at the entrance of the Kiel-Canal”, Hildebrandt is
adding. Also the sister shipyards can rely on existent berthing places at LINDENAU
if needed.
In the course of reorganisation of NOBISKRUG the entire works were stopped at
the Kiel traditional shipyard in January 2019. Due to technical and economic
reasons the operation of the LINDENAU Docks were completely ceased. “With the
new concept we have set the base for a sustainable industrial use of the site
LINDENAU. This has always been our aim and subject of the numerous meetings
with representatives of the government”, Dr. Bertram C. Liebler, CEO of
NOBISKRUG GmbH explains.
Presently there are still offices and halls to be rented. Interested companies or

service providers of the maritime sector can contact Frank Hildebrandt directly. In
his function as Manager Operations he is also responsible for rental matters.

LINDENAU Werft GmbH:
Together with its sister shipyards NOBISKRUG in Rendsburg and GERMAN NAVAL YARDS
Kiel LINDENAU in Kiel-Friedrichsort is part of the international Privinvest group. While using
the infrastructure of these three neighbor shipyard sites they are joining the competences
of its about 950 employees in Schleswig-Holstein. Within the German shipyard group
LINDENAU concentrates nowadays on ship conversions, repair and maintenance works for
commercial shipping.
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